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Part A

Answer any ten questions.

Each question caries 2 marks.

1. What is moulding of rubber?

2. What is compression moulding?

3. What is sill level?

4. Write a short note on composite roof trusses.

5. Vfhat is terrazzo flooring?

6. What is cast iron?

7. What is rolling of metals?

8. Discuss Eeep drawing cf metals.

L Where is naturalfibres used?

'10. What is upholstery?

11. What are the classiflcation of carpets according to design type?

12. Give examples of common plants used for indoor water garden.
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Part B

Answer any six guesfibns.

Each question carnes 5 marks.
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13. Hxplain ihe methods for using rubber.

14. How are adhesives classified? l-ist *ut the different types *f adhesiyes"

15. What are the advantages of thermc plasti*s?

16. What are the uses cf polymerization of rubber?

17. Write a shofi note on teari to roof with sketches.

18. What is nbrmalizing process of steel?

19. Explain Dutch doors with a neat sketch and its application.

2A. What does the term upholstery refer t*? How is it applied to interior design?

21. Discuss briefly adhesives and their importance as building materiaf .

Part C

Answer any two quesfrons.

Each question carries 15 marks.

22. Hxplain the methods for application for rubber in interior design.

23. Explain the methods for recycling af plastics.

24. Write an essay cn roofing materials for a high rainfall area.

25. Give a detailed sketch on various wcod substitutes and their advantages and

disadvantages.

(6x5=30)

(2x 15=30)
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